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A conceptually innovative and visually stunning investigation of the
interconnected worlds of high fashion and fairy tales

Dress plays a crucial role in fairy tales, signaling the status, wealth, or vanity of
particular characters, and symbolizing their transformation. Fairy tales often
provide  little information beyond what is necessary to a plot, but clothing and
accessories are frequently vividly described, enhancing the sense of wonder
integral to the genre. Cinderella’s glass slipper is perhaps the most famous
example, but it is one of many enchanted or emblematic pieces of dress that
populate these tales.
                                                                                                                                  
 
This is the first book to examine the history, significance, and imagery of classic
fairy tales through the lens of high fashion. A comprehensive introduction to the
topic of fairy tales and dress is followed by a series of short essays on thirteen
stories: “Cinderella,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” “The Fairies,” “Sleeping
Beauty,” “Beauty and the Beast,” “Snow White,” “Rapunzel,” “Furrypelts,” “The
Little Mermaid,” “The Snow Queen,” “The Swan Maidens,” Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland, and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Generously illustrated, these
stories are creatively and imaginatively linked to examples of clothing by
Comme des Garc¸ons, Dolce and Gabbana, Charles James, and Alexander
McQueen, among many others.
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A conceptually innovative and visually stunning investigation of the interconnected worlds of high
fashion and fairy tales

Dress plays a crucial role in fairy tales, signaling the status, wealth, or vanity of particular characters, and
symbolizing their transformation. Fairy tales often provide  little information beyond what is necessary to a
plot, but clothing and accessories are frequently vividly described, enhancing the sense of wonder integral to
the genre. Cinderella’s glass slipper is perhaps the most famous example, but it is one of many enchanted or
emblematic pieces of dress that populate these tales.
                                                                                                                                   
This is the first book to examine the history, significance, and imagery of classic fairy tales through the lens
of high fashion. A comprehensive introduction to the topic of fairy tales and dress is followed by a series of
short essays on thirteen stories: “Cinderella,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” “The Fairies,” “Sleeping Beauty,”
“Beauty and the Beast,” “Snow White,” “Rapunzel,” “Furrypelts,” “The Little Mermaid,” “The Snow
Queen,” “The Swan Maidens,” Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
Generously illustrated, these stories are creatively and imaginatively linked to examples of clothing by
Comme des Garc¸ons, Dolce and Gabbana, Charles James, and Alexander McQueen, among many others.
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Colleen Hill is curator of costume and accessories at The Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology,
New York.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Alex Thayer:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not call for people to be aware of each facts they get. How individuals to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Reading through
a book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this Fairy Tale Fashion book because
book offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred % guarantees there
is no doubt in it you probably know this.

David Pimentel:

Fairy Tale Fashion can be one of your basic books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight
away because this e-book has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her
effort to get every word into delight arrangement in writing Fairy Tale Fashion yet doesn't forget the main
position, giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource information that maybe you can be
one among it. This great information can certainly drawn you into completely new stage of crucial
considering.

Andrew Comer:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Attempt
to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't evaluate book by its deal with may doesn't
work this is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside
seem likes. Maybe you answer might be Fairy Tale Fashion why because the fantastic cover that make you
consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is fantastic as the
outside or cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Bruce Mull:

As a university student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or



make summary for some book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart and soul or
real their passion. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there
but nothing reading critically. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring and can't see colorful
photos on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we know
that on this era, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's
country. Therefore this Fairy Tale Fashion can make you experience more interested to read.
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